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Key Points 

 Programmatic platforms are on pace to fundamentally reshape the entire 

digital advertising landscape.  

Real-time bidding (RTB), the key piece of the programmatic 

ecosystem, will grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 

42% between 2013 and 2018. 

RTB spending on mobile, video, and display ads will account for over 

$18.2 billion of U.S. digital ad sales in 2018, up from just $3.1 billion 

in 2013. 

 This growth will be driven by the proliferation of dedicated video and 

mobile programmatic platforms. Sales of mobile and video ads through 

RTB will top $6.8 billion and $3.9 billion in 2018, respectively.  

 Top programmatic ad companies include Criteo, Rocket Fuel, the 

Rubicon Project, and two firms that AOL has acquired, Ad.com and 

Adapt.tv. These four companies pulled in more than $1.5 billion in 
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combined global ad revenue in 2013, accounting for more than one-tenth 

of global programmatic ad dollars. 

 The composition of the programmatic ecosystem has changed as new ad 

tech companies and older digital ad networks absorb new technologies to 

automate the buying and selling of digital ads. Key players include 

demand-side platforms, supply-side platforms, and ad exchanges. 

 Despite the widespread adoption of programmatic advertising, there are 

still a number of barriers to adoption. Top barriers include brand worries 

that they will lose control over where their ads will appear, internal 

resistance at ad agencies, and lack of transparency in the industry over 

methods and results. 

 

Click here to download the charts and data associated with this report  

in Excel » 

  

https://intelligence.businessinsider.com/document/53c3e7f26bb3f70d557346ba/bii_h12014programmaticreport.xlsx
https://intelligence.businessinsider.com/document/53c3e7f26bb3f70d557346ba/bii_h12014programmaticreport.xlsx
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Introduction 

 

Programmatic platforms are automating much of the ad buying and selling 

process and increasing the accuracy of execution. 

Programmatic technologies are helping ad buyers find the right audience at the 

right price at the right time. 

For an introduction to programmatic advertising, please read our report from 

2013. 

Many advertisers and publishers have already embraced programmatic 

technologies like real-time bidding (RTB). 

 More than four-fifths of advertisers already use auction-based ad buying 

tools like RTB, and more than 90% expect to use the technology within 

https://intelligence.businessinsider.com/the-growth-of-real-time-bidding-2012-12
https://intelligence.businessinsider.com/the-growth-of-real-time-bidding-2012-12
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the next two years, according to a 2013 survey by  the Winterberry Group 

and the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB). 

 Just under three-quarters of publishers use RTB ad-selling tools, and 

more than four-fifths plan to use the technology within the next two 

years. 

 

The embrace of auction-based tools by advertisers and publishers is fueling a 

dramatic uptick in the share of digital ads sold through RTB platforms. RTB will 

account for nearly one-third of total U.S. digital ad sales in 2018, up from less 

than one-fifth in 2013, according to BI Intelligence estimates. 

RTB already accounts for more than half of all dollars spent on programmatic ad 

buying, according to BI Intelligence estimates based on data from Magna Global. 

We believe RTB's share of desktop display and rich media ads, as well as mobile 

and online video ads, will continue to grow at a rapid pace. 

http://www.iab.net/media/file/WinterberryGroupWhitePaperProgrammaticEverywhere.pdf
http://www.iab.net/media/file/WinterberryGroupWhitePaperProgrammaticEverywhere.pdf
http://news.magnaglobal.com/ipgmediabrands/press-releases/magna-global-advertising-forecast-2014-ipg-mediabrands.htm
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The key question is whether RTB platforms will keep pace with the tremendous 

growth in spending on mobile advertising that we expect to see going forward. 

In this report, we size the programmatic and RTB markets, explain the factors 

driving RTB adoption, lay out the pieces of the programmatic ad ecosystem, and 

discuss the potential barriers to adoption. 

 

Sizing Up The Programmatic/RTB Market 

Total U.S. programmatic ad spend, including RTB and non-RTB transactions, 

topped $6 billion in 2013, according to BI Intelligence estimates.  
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This number will reach over $27.7 billion, growing at a CAGR of 36%, according 

to BI Intelligence estimates based on historical data, as well as conversations 

with industry participants and data collected from other market research firms.  

(Note: The numbers in the chart below differ from our estimates for RTB spend 

in the chart at the beginning of the report because they cover all of 

programmatic, not just RTB.) 

 

U.S. digital ad sales through real-time bidding platforms specifically will top 

over $18.2 billion in 2018, up from $3.1 billion in 2013, according to a BI 

Intelligence forecast synthesizing historical data from IDC, current industry 

trends, and conversations with ad tech executives. (See the chart at the 

beginning of this report.) 

We're tracking RTB ad spending on three categories: 

1. Desktop display and rich media (e.g., Flash) 

2. Video advertising (which excludes mobile video) 
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3. Mobile 

Indirectly sold display ads, including banner and rich media ads, will dominate 

RTB sales through 2016. 

Indirect ad sales comprise display ad inventory sold through a third party, such 

as an ad exchange or a demand-side platform. Ad buyers don't really know 

where their ads will appear when buying indirect. 

Directly sold display ads, including ads sold through private publisher-run 

marketplaces and supply-side platforms (SSP) with up-front guarantees about 

where the ads will appear and how many will be sold, will overtake indirectly 

sold ads in terms of RTB sales in 2017, according to IDC. 

But there is little consensus over the distinction between direct and indirect RTB 

sales. For the purposes of our RTB forecast and breakdown, we've folded 

indirect and direct sales into a single display and rich media category. The 

mobile and video categories also include direct and indirect sales. 

 Mobile RTB sales will grow the fastest, topping $6.8 billion in 2018, up 

from just over $100 million in 2013, with a CAGR of 128%. 

 Video RTB sales will reach $3.9 billion in 2018, growing from just over 

$100 million in 2013 at a CAGR of 95%. 

 Desktop display and rich media RTB sales will reach nearly $7.5 billion in 

2018, up from $2.9 billion in 2013, growing at a compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 21%. 

A number of companies have rushed to cash in on the growing popularity of 

programmatic advertising. 

Top publicly traded programmatic-focused companies include Criteo, Rocket 

Fuel, Rubicon Project, and AOL-owned Ad.com and Adap.tv. These companies 

pulled in more than $1.5 billion in combined annual revenue in 2013, 

accounting for more than one-tenth of global programmatic ad 

dollars. 

http://www.pubmatic.com/reports/IDC-RTB-2013.pdf
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 AOL's third-party properties, Ad.com and Adapt.tv, had an annual 

revenue of $614.7 million in 2013, up 30% from the previous year. AOL's 

third-party revenue topped nearly $187 million in the first quarter of 

2014, up 55% from the same time last year. AOL does not specifically 

break out its revenue from Ad.com and Adap.tv. But Adap.tv has driven 

much of the ad revenue growth from AOL-owned properties, according to 

the company, and we believe Ad.com accounts for a large share of the 

remaining revenues. 

 Criteo, a Paris-based company that provides a variety of online 

advertising tools, including a programmatic buying platform, posted 

annual revenue of $611.5 million in 2013, up by 71% from the previous 

year. Criteo's first quarter 2014 revenue topped nearly $209 million, 

increasing by 60% from 2013. 

 Dedicated U.S.-based programmatic companies, Rocket Fuel 

and Rubicon Project pulled in $240.6 million and $83.8 million in 

annual revenue in 2013, respectively. 
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Factors Driving Programmatic And RTB Adoption 

There are a number of factors driving the adoption of programmatic advertising.  

 Publishers and advertisers say that programmatic tools like RTB 

improve operational efficiency  by streamlining the ad buying and 

selling process, speeding it up and making it far less costly, according to a 

survey by the Winterberry Group and IAB. 

 Programmatic tools enable publishers and advertisers to efficiently 

value and transact digital media. They provide real-time pricing 

information and make it easy for ad buying and selling to happen 

instantly. 

 Publishers say that programmatic tools can expand yield — meaning 

the money they make from ads. Supply-side platforms allow 

publishers to set price floors, ensuring that they realize the highest yield 

for their available ad inventory. 

 Advertisers say that programmatic tools allow them to more effectively 

target consumers and specific audiences,  by allowing them to buy 

ad impressions in real time based on targeted user profiles. 
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Pieces Of The Programmatic Ecosystem 

The programmatic ecosystem is made up of a variety of components, including 

demand-side platforms, supply-side platforms, and ad exchanges. 

Advertisers use demand-side platforms (DSP) to automatically buy  ad 

impressions from online publishers through an ad exchange. DSPs allow 

advertisers to buy impressions based on targeted information like browsing 

history and user location. 

Publishers use supply-side platforms (SSP) to automatically sell their online 

advertising inventory. SSPs often include price floors, which allow publishers to 

set the minimum price for their ad inventory. SSPs are also used as a tool for 

tracking and managing ad inventory that has been sold by an online publisher's 

human sales force. 
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DSP and SSP transactions are typically executed through real-time bidding 

(RTB). RTB is an instantaneous auction-style buying and selling process that 

allows advertisers to bid for impressions (i.e., ad views) from online 

publishers. In most cases, advertisers use bidding algorithms to automatically 

bid for impressions that match a predefined criteria, including price and user 

profile. 

For example, a sporting goods store can use RTB to automatically bid for 

impressions across multiple online publishers for nearby users who have 

previously browsed for sports equipment. 

 

Unlike standard ad networks, DSPs and SSPs centralize the ad buying, selling, 

and execution process across multiple ad exchanges. DSPs and SSPs also provide 

tools for continuous tracking and optimization of ongoing campaigns. 
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Programmatic Ad Types And Pricing 

Prices for programmatic ads are increasing for almost all ad types, as demand 

outpaces supply. 

 The effective cost per thousand impressions (eCPM) for social ads was up 

by 64% between January through April 2014, compared to the same time 

period one year earlier, according to Turn. 

 Display and mobile eCPMs were up by 21% and 8%, respectively, during 

the same period. 

 Video ad eCPMs were down slightly during the period, dropping by 1%. 

 

 

  

http://img.en25.com/Web/TurnInc/%7Bd06963a9-4d83-41d0-a78d-ca27122980e2%7D_Turn_AII_Report_May2014_.pdf
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Barriers To Programmatic Adoption 

Despite programmatic advertising's explosive growth, some advertisers and 

publishers are reluctant to adopt the new technology. 

 Both publishers and advertisers say that brand safety issues, such as 

ads unintentionally appearing in unseemly contexts or alongside low-

quality content, are inhibiting their adoption of programmatic 

tools, according to a survey by the Winterberry Group and IAB. Brand 

safety concerns are one of the drivers of the trend toward direct ad sales, 

or "direct programmatic" — ads with up-front guarantees bought or 

managed through a programmatic platform. 

 Resistance from current process owners is another barrier to the 

adoption of programmatic tools. Key organizational decision-makers may 

simply be unwilling to add programmatic tools to their ad buying or 

selling process. Traditional media buyers, accustomed to comfortable 

one-on-one relationships with publishers or ad networks, may resist the 

programmatic trend. 

 Publishers and advertisers also say that lack of transparency  is a 

barrier to adopting programmatic tools. Some advertisers are skeptical 

that their orders will be faithfully executed after purchase, and there are 

many different metrics and verification schemes in the marketplace, 

contributing to the confusion. 

 Concerns over viewability, particularly for video ads, are another 

barrier to the adoption of programmatic tools. Viewability refers to 

whether an ad is actually seen by  audiences, or whether it's on part of a 

page that is not scrolled to or is otherwise unviewable.  
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The viewability concerns might be warranted. Ad networks, which typically 

sell ad inventory that is similar to indirectly sold programmatic 

ads, had the lowest percentage of viewable video ad impressions among 

different types of digital publishers in 2013. 

Only 37% of video ad impressions that appeared on these publishers were 

viewable during the year, according to Vindico. 

 

  

http://vindicoasset.edgesuite.net/ContentManagement/Manual/vindico/analytics/Vindico-Year-In-Review-2013-Final.pdf
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THE BOTTOM LINE 

 Programmatic buying processes, like real-time bidding (RTB), account 

for an increasingly large share of digital ad sales in the U.S. 

 Video and mobile are key drivers of the growth of programmatic 

advertising. 

 Top programmatic companies include Criteo, Rocket Fuel, the Rubicon 

Project, and AOL's third-party properties Ad.com and Adapt.tv. 

 Programmatic advertising still faces some barriers to adoption, including 

brand safety issues, internal resistance, and concerns over viewability 

and ad fraud. 
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